At MapUp we are passionate about transforming mapping into a practical decision-making tool for commuters, commercial transporters, city planners and mobility providers. We are building a unified routing intelligence and payment platform by integrating disparate & dynamic data sources like curb data, weather, traffic, tolls, parking and payments.

TollGuru, our marque product, is world’s largest toll intelligence platform with complete coverage for toll roads in USA, Canada, Mexico, Europe, India, and South America. Our robust technology platform delivers reliability, efficiency, and seamless experience for rideshares, OEMs, TMS-providers, fleets, and truckers. We learn fast, think big, and support each other’s growth and development.

This is for you :-)  

- Team MapUp
or try the web calculator
https://tollguru.com/toll-calculator

Make a smart decision!
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Home screen basics

Enter addresses (pg. 7)

Hamburger menu (Do not eat)

Zoom the map to your current location

Change map layer

Tap to see the live traffic, tap again to hide it

This is the beginning of something great!
Settings to get you started

- Login with your email here
- Add/update vehicle settings
- See a list of your favorite addresses and recently searched addresses
- Liked the app? Let your family and friends know!
- We have got a detailed manual too, if want to dig deeper!

Add/delete your toll tags
Select your geographical region and preferred app language
Let us know if you have suggestions
SOS if you need further help
Have toll questions? Refer to universal toll encyclopedia here!

Tap that hamburger menu and see the major things to get started!
Enter your location, destination and see the route even before traveling on it!

Where would you like to go?

Enter your current location/start address here

Enter destination address

Your most recent searched addresses

Switch the addresses!

All set? Let's calculate routes! (pg. 8)

I want to customize the trip cost calculations further!
We cover all supported vehicles and toll tags for each country covered by us!

Customize trip calculations

Select your vehicle type here

Enter the fuel price that you paid at the gas station or use default

Set your trip departure date & time

Add your vehicle specific fuel efficiency or use default

Select your toll tag/multiple tags

Time bound? Enter the amount you are willing to pay to save 15 minutes of travel time!

All set! Calculate my route options (pg. 9)
You see this? Ever seen this on your map app? Info this fast and this accurate?
Why to settle with one when you have optimal choices to choose from?
Toll plazas and payment options

- The blue pin with “T” sign represents toll plazas that do not accept cash (accept only tags).

**JFK Memorial Hwy (I-95)**
- Plaza: JFK - Kennedy Memorial Highway
- E-ZPass MD*: $6
- Cash toll: ☒
- Video Toll: $12

**John F. Kennedy Memorial Hwy (Delaware Tpke)**
- Plaza: John F. Kennedy Memorial Hwy (Delaware Tpke, Newark Plaza)
- E-ZPass: $4
- Cash toll: $4
- Pay By Plate: ☒

Just a tap and see each and every delicate detail for the toll plaza instantly!
EV? No sweat!

We support your green cause with an easy and evergreen UI for you!
We have covered almost everything, so you make a practical choice :-)

Compare routes

- Total route cost for the cheapest
- How much slower is the cheapest route
- Total route cost for the fastest
- How much costlier is the fastest route
- Total route costs for other routes
And make a smart trip decision!

We hope this helped you find your optimal route with ease. For more information about TollGuru Toll Calculator, visit tollguru.com/how-to-calculate-tolls-using-tollguru-trip-calculator

Got a question? Ping us. We are everywhere!
Tolls are integral to trip decisions!

TollGuru brings transparency to travel decisions by adding the cost dimension. It allows commuters to compare the time and cost (toll and fuel expenses) for the cheapest and the fastest routes to help pick an optimal route. TollGuru Toll API is especially handy for fleets, rideshares, logistics and last-mile delivery businesses to pick cost-effective routes and accurate toll billing!

To know more, visit https://tollguru.com
And always remember,

If it’s Tolls, it’s TollGuru!